Abstract: Because of the belief that lactic acid plays a role in the generation of antibodies in the muscles in humans, the aim of this study had been to establish the structure and the proper designation for the pair of anantiomers of lactic acid and for the peptide chain for distinct pathways in the generation of beneficial and destructive antibodies and to support the belief by inducing immunity against the scorpion’s poison in humans and mice. I had to designate the structures for the pair of anantiomers of lactic acid and for the protein’s peptide chain by adopting Emil Fischer’s naming convention for glucose in terms of the “D-” and “L-” name prefixes and thereupon develop an approach of uniquely marring the anantiomers in the “D-” to “L-” fashion and vice versa. I had to cause a scorpion’s bite on my right knee and another bite on my 1st toe of the right foot 28 days after the 1st bite. I had injected a plain solution of scorpion’s poison of 2 bite-equivalent units in mice in the first instance and I added D-lactic acid to the replica of the same in the second instance. D-(+)-lactic acid will refer to the lactic acid which is produced in the muscles of humans and other mammals, whereas L-(-)-lactic acid will refer to a mirror image of D-(+)-lactic acid which might be produced by lactic acid bacteria via fermentation and might also be chemically synthesized. The D-(+)-peptide chain found in humans and other mammals has its mirror image, the L-(+)-peptide chain, in pathogens. The effect of the scorpion’s bite on the knee subsided after 24 hours whereas the repeated bite on the 1st toe of the foot 28 days since the first bite went without trouble. The group of mice which received a shot of a plain solution of scorpion’s poison virtually paralyzed thereupon for 24 hours whereas the group which received the replica of the same mixed with D-lactic acid went unaffected during the observation. An antigen and its corresponding neutralizing antibody make a pair of anantiomers linked via a sugar-bridge. D-lactic acid must combine with the antigen’s L-peptide chain for beneficial antibodies whereas L-lactic acid must combine with the innocent D-peptide chain for destructive antibodies in autoimmunity but beneficial against tumors and cancer cells. The pancreas and the tissues of the muscles in humans have local capability to generate antibodies of global effect.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Whereas it is well settled in the field of health care that physical exercising considerably contributes to foster good mental and physical health as well as contributes to foster defense against invading pathogens in humans, there exists no proof to associate physical exercising and acquired immunity against malaria and other infectious diseases. Whereas the belief of cumulative building-up of antibodies in the body given a progressive exposure to the malaria parasites with increasing age in humans is well established [2, 10], there are also reports which associate sustainable and fully protective immunity against the malaria with the use of combo chemoprophylaxis with chloroquine and the so-called “controlled human malaria infections” [1]. Other views: Genetic factors are being attributed to the big proportion of the variability in malaria incidence among inhabitants in malaria endemic areas [3]. Acquisition of immunity to malaria may be biphasic with immunity to disease being actually acquired before immunity to infection [8-9].

Whereas the production of lactic acid from glycogen
during glycolysis in muscles of humans during physical efforts is well documented [4-7], nothing exists in documentation in respect of any incidental benefits therefrom to the immune system and to the human body at large whereas the enzyme catalyzed cleavage of glycogen will produce D-glucose on metabolic demand [4-7].

Because of the non-deterministic nature of the pathway leading to the acquired immunity against malaria and because of the belief that lactic acid plays a role in the generation of antibodies locally in the muscles in humans, the 1st aim of this study had been to establish the structure and the proper designation for a non-superimposable pair of anantiomers for lactic acid and for the peptide chain such that the route for the antibody generation in respect of the beneficial antibodies can be distinguished from the route for the generation of the adverse antibodies responsible for the autoimmunity, whereas the 2nd aim had been to improvise an experiment to induce immunity against the scorpion’s poison in humans in support of the belief and thereupon to explain the dependency of the generation of autoimmunity upon local variables in respect of diabetes 1 and rheumatoid arthritis, whereas the 3rd aim had been to find out the potential of lactic acid in the neutralization of the scorpion’s poison in mice in support of the belief.

1.2. Methods

I had to designate the structure for the pair of anantiomers of lactic acid by adopting Emil Fischer’s naming convention for glucose in terms of the “D-“ and “L-“ name prefixes [4-7]. Emil Fischer holds to be the father of the chemistry of glucose [4-7].

I had to determine the mirror image for the basic structure of the protein’s peptide chain and appropriately adopt the “D-“ and “L-“ prefixes for the names of that pair in analogy to the designation of glucose and develop an approach of uniquely marring the anantiomers of lactic acid to the peptide chain in the “D-“ to “L-“ fashion and vice versa.

In support of the belief: I had to cause a bite from a scorpion of the common type in Dar-Es-salaam of Tanzania on my right knee and to sufficiently perform light jogging and walking exercises during the 24 hours after the bite. Subsequently, I had to cause another bite on my 1st toe of the right foot 28 days after the 1st bite to qualitatively evaluate the presence of a potent immune response against the scorpion’s poison in my body.

Also in support of the belief I had pursued the potential of D-lactic acid to neutralize scorpion’s poison in mice: I had to collect scorpion poison from 20 scorpions of the common type in Dar-Es-salaam of Tanzania by provoking 20 scorpion bites (scorpion shots) on a small soft tissue paper at 10°C. I had subjected the tissue to steep in 12 ml of distilled water in a test tube at 10°C for 10 min under mixing followed by filtration via a vacuum filter thereby making a final filtrate of 8 ml having about 16 bite-equivalent units and then separated the filtrate into two samples of 4 ml each under the names “hot shot” and “neutral shot”. To the “neutral shot” I added drops of previously prepared 1g/l D-lactic acid solution such that the sample reached the 5 ml level and left the sample to stay for 24 hours at 10°C. I had given 1 ml of red shot to each of the 4 mice painted red and 1 ml of neutral shot to each of the 4 mice painted green.

2. Literature Survey

2.1. Glycogen

Glycogen is the carbohydrate packet for storage in animals [4-7]. It is a descendant of amylopectin in terms of structure resemblance in a hierarchy stemming from amylose [4-7]. Amylose and amylopectin make starch in a composition of 20% and 80% respectively [4-7].

The enzymatic conversion of glycogen to lactic acid during glycolysis is said to be a reversible process [4-7], thus:

\[
\text{Glycogen} \xrightarrow{\text{enzyme}} \text{Lactic Acid} = n(\text{C}_3\text{H}_6\text{O}_3) + n(\text{H}_2\text{O})
\]

Figure 1. Enzymatic Conversion of Glycogen into Lactic Acid.

The enzymatic breaking down of glycogen releases glucose on demand [4-7], thus:

\[
\text{Glycogen} \xrightarrow{\text{enzyme}} n(\text{C}_6\text{H}_{12}\text{O}_6)
\]

Figure 2. Enzymatic conversion of Glycogen into Glucose.

2.2. Proteins and the Peptide Chain

In terms of the primary structure: proteins are made up of peptide chains which are a result of amino acid residues joined by amide linkages [4-7], thus:

\[
\text{R} - \text{N-C-C-N-C-C-N-C-C} - \text{R'} - \text{R''}
\]

Figure 3. Structure of the Peptide Chain.

Where R, R’ and R” are side chains depending upon the structure of the particular amino acid residue.

3. Approach

3.1. Adopting the Naming Convention for the Pair of Anantiomers of Lactic Acid

As far as the structure of lactic acid is concerned: the “D-“ and “L-“ designations of glucose will analogously be used to differentiate the two members of that pair of anantiomers. The hydroxyl group must be on the right hand side in D-lactic acid, thus:
Since D-(+)-lactic acid is known to be produced in the muscles of humans [4-7], the other anantiomer of that pair, L-(-)-lactic acid, must therefore get into the body of humans through ingestion or intravenous injection. L-(-)-lactic acid therefore refers to a grade out of anaerobic fermentation via lactic acid bacteria and to a chemically synthesized grade.

3.2. Structure of the Peptide Chain and the Naming Convention

By proceeding in the way of Emil Fischer’s reasoning [4-7], I had given the name D-(+)-peptide chain to the peptide chain occurring in animal proteins. The “R” group must be on the right hand side in the D-(+)-peptide chain, thus:

![D-(+)-Peptide Chain](image)

That is to say: antibodies and enzymes found in the body of an animal must be made up of the D-peptide chain.

I had assumed the mirror image to for the D-(+)-peptide chain to be the peptide chain occurring in pathogen’s proteins (also known as antigen’s proteins) thus:

![L-(−)-Peptide Chain](image)

The critical assumption here is that the carbon atoms linked to the amino acid residues are chiral. That is to say: although there are several thousand structures of the peptide chain possible, the naturally occurring peptide chains in mammals are limited.

3.3. Linking of the Peptide Chain to Lactic Acid

The critical assumption is that: D-lactic acid cannot combine with a D-peptide chain but with a L-peptide chain to trigger the generation of beneficial antibodies whereas L-lactic acid can only combine with a D-peptide chain to trigger the adverse effect of autoimmunity.

That is to say: for a beneficial antibody to be produced, at least two molecules of D-lactic acid molecules must get attached to the L-peptide chain as if a D-glucose molecule were being attached at once. In order to have a complete antibody the sugar end of the neutralized L-peptide chain must be linked to an anantiomer of the L-peptide chain, a D-peptide chain, before the stencil (the L-peptide chain) gets detached for the process to repeat until the equilibrium is reached.

For the building-up of the adverse autoimmunity in mammals L-lactic acid must link to the D-peptide chain.

4. Results

4.1. Scorpion Bite on the Knee

The bitten knee didn’t swell after the scorpion’s bite onwards and the feeling of the effect of the bite was restricted just to the front side of the knee. It had taken me about 24 hours since the bite for the feeling in the knee to get to normal. One feels the area around the bitten site to be in a state of turmoil and somewhat with the lack of sensory. I had caused the repeated bite on the 1st toe of my right foot after 28 days since the first bite of 4th December 2018. The 2nd bite did not bring any troubles.

4.2. Scorpion Test with Mice

The group of mice which received a shot of a plain solution of scorpion’s poison in injection virtually paralyzed soon after the shot and stayed in that state for 24 hours whereas the group which received a mixture of D-lactic acid and the poison in injection did not show any sign of discomfort during the 36 hours of observation.

5. Discussion

5.1. Acquired Immunity Against Malaria

Although without quantitative proof I believe to have acquired immunity against the malaria parasite because my last case of malaria was treated in Dar-Es-salaam in October 2007 at an age of 44 in Dar-Es-Salaam, Tanzania, by administering pyrimethamine-sulphadoxine alongside the intake of sufficient glucose solution and fruit juices as well as a taking of walking exercises. The mere assumption that antibodies build up against the parasite stage-wise in the cause of exposure to the parasite with increasing age fails on the fact that my last case of malaria came after my stay of about 14 years in Europe. I rather believe in the likelihood of the successful linking of D-lactic acid to the malaria parasite’s antigen during my last case of malaria.

5.2. Acquired Immunity Against the Scorpion Poison

Like in the case of malaria I don’t believe in the cumulative building-up of the antibodies against the scorpion’s poison out of my previous bites on the left rib side and on my toes, but rather believe in the building up of the antibodies through the D-lactic acid pathway via the bite on my right knee.
5.3. Scorpion Poison in Mice

It can strongly be argued qualitatively that D-lactic acid contributed to neutralize the scorpion’s poison for the test with mice under the combo solution injections of the poison and D-lactic acid for the observed lack of the poison’s effect to the mice in contrast to the case of plane poison’s solution injections which virtually paralyzed the mice under test.

6. Conclusion

An antigen and its corresponding neutralizing antibody make a pair of anantiomers linked via a sugar bridge.

D-lactic acid combines with the antigen’s L-peptide chain for the generation of beneficial antibodies in humans whereas L-lactic acid combines with the innocent D-peptide chain for the generation of the adverse autoimmunity in diabetes 1 and rheumatoid arthritis and likewise L-lactic acid must combine with a malignant D-peptide chain for the generation of antibodies against tumors and cancer cells.

The tissues of the muscles of the knee in humans have local capability to generate antibodies against the poison of the scorpion although the immunity so generated showed a global effect in nature and so should the pancreas behave by inference.

Neutralization capability against the scorpion’s poison was observed in mice under the injections of a combo solution of the poison and D-lactic acid.

The non-deterministic factor in the generation of immunity against the malaria parasite in humans must be thought in the line of local capability of a tissue to generate the neutralizing antibodies therefor.
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